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In his first lecture, Professor Hopcroft discussed some topics
relating to general techniques for the design of algorithms.

He

began by observing that the area of algorithms has attracted considerable attention during the past five years, and as a result, many new
algorithms have been discovered and interesting insights obtained.
However, the field probably appears to the outsider to be no more
than a collection of results with very little coherence.

Therefore,

the purpose of the talk was an attempt to superimpose some unity on
the field and to show that there are some general ideas underlying
algorithm design.

Several general techniques are discussed including

Divide and Conquer, Dynamic Programming, Balance, and the choice of
Data Structures; these are illustrated with simple examples of
familiar

~lgorithms.

(Much of the material for these three talks

was taken from Aho, Hopcroft, Ullman [1974] and details on examples
can be found there.)
Most of the talk was concerned with aSymtotic growth rates that is, the rate at which computation time increases with the size
of input to an algorithm as that size becomes very large.

To

justify this degree of attention, Professor Hopcroft presented the
simple example of multiplication of two integers.

Figure 1

illustrates the method of multiplication of two four-digit integers
as taught in elementary school, where each dash represents one digit.
In this method each digit of one multiplier is multiplied by the other
multiplier and the results are added.
multiply this way is approximately
digits of the multipliers.

n2

The amount of work done to
steps, where n is the number of

We express this by saying that the time is
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meaning that the time is approximately proportional to n2 for large
n but that we are ignoring the magnitude of the constant of proportionality.

(The precise value of this constant is very dependent upon the

model of computation and style of computer being used, and consideration of it is beyond the scope of this discussion.)
Figure 2 shows a second well-known method for multiplying two
integers.

The n-digit integers, x and y, are divided into two parts,

each of n/2 digits, with components a,b,c and d as illustrated.
(This example is of integers in the base 2, but clearly the method
is independent of the base.)

The product of x and y is as shown.

In the rearranged form, there are exactly three multiplications of
n/2-digit integers, namely

(a+b~c+d),

a*c, and b*d.

The las t two

products are used twice but clearly need to be formed only once.

I.

The time, T(n), to form this product as a function of the number of
digits is thus the time of three n/2-digit productst plus the time
it takes to add all of the pieces together, which is O(n).

This can

be expressed by the recurrence relationship.
T(n)

fconstant,
l3T(n/2)

n = 1

+ kn,

n> 1

Solving this, we find that T(n) is O(nl. " ~).
Observe that this method is asymptotically faster than the
elementary school method.

So why is it not taught instead?

Professor Hopcroft speculated that the real reason is not the
difficulty in grasping the second method; it is instead that the
constants involved are such that the first method is actually faster
for n <40 (approximately) , and that the second method is not aotually
faster until n is greater than this.

With paper and pencil computat-

ions, no one ever solves such large problems; so the asymptotic
performance is not really an issue. But with a computer, the size of
the problem increases and the second algorithm may be extremely
relevant.
t

Ignoring details, such as the possibility that n is odd, which does

not substantially affect the results.
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Another justification for the study of asymtotic growth rates of
algorithms is illustrated by Figure 3.

This shows by way of example

how the maximum size of problem which can be solved varies with the
time complexity of the algorithm and the time available for a
computation (or equivalently, the speed of the computer).

For example,

if a new generation of computers is 1,000 times faster than the
present generation, it

~oes

not necessarily follow that we can solve

problems which are 1 ,000 times larger .

That is only true if the

complexity of the algorithms (their growth rates) are linear.

If

the complexity is quadratic, the size of the problems which can be
handled increases only by a factor of the square root of 1,000, that
is, about 31; and for a cubic algorithm, the size increases only by
a factor of 10.

If the algorithm is exponential there is no multi-

plicative increase at all but only an additive increase of log 1,000,
which is about 10 .
Time
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Time to execute algorithms of various complexities
as a function of problem size.

As computers get faster, we tend to work on harde r problems that is, ones farther down the table of Figure 3 .

Thus as we move

across the table by increasing computing power, there is very little
improvement.

But if we move up the table by replacing, say,

exponential algorithms with cubic or quadratic one s , t here is a big
improvement in the size of problem a s a function of speed.
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Professor Hopcroft conjectured that interest in asymptotic
complexity, as illustrated by these examples, will increase as
computers become faster.

He then turned to the main subject of the

talk, namely what are some of the techniques which can be used to
design efficient algorithms.
Divide and ConqUer
One of the first techniques is that of 'Divide and Conquer'.
This is the technique of taking a problem of a size, say n, and
expressing its solution in terms of a small number of subproblems,
each of a size a fraction of n.

The integer multiplication algorithm

given in Figure 2 is an example of this, where a multiplication problem
of size n was expressed as three subproblems of size n/2.
The Divide and Conquer technique has been used extensively to
improve the asymptotic growth rate of many algorithms - for example,
Strassen's algorithm expresses the multiplication of two n by n matrices
as seven multiplications of n/2 by n/2 matrices (Strassen

~1969J).

Similarly, sorting sets of n items can be accomplished by sorting two
subsets of n/2 items and merging the sorted subsets together.

Other

examples include the fast Fourier Transform and the fast Chinese
remainder algorithms, binary search algorithms, and even various constructions in automata theory.

The constructions in the last area are

very similar to algorithms, and the techniques of algorithm design also
apply to them.

For instance, Savitch's result [1970J that anything

which can be done in non-deterministic polynomial space can also be
done in deterministic polynomial space is a good example of Divide and
Conquer.
Let us consider one algorithm in detail, namely the Linear Median
algorithm based on the work of Blum, Floyd, Pratt, Rivest and Tarjan
[1973J.

The problem is to find the median from a set of n items; it

has the obvious solution of sorting the set and selecting the member
in position n/2.

But this method takes time O(n log n), whereas it

would be nice to have an algorithm which takes time O(n).
algorithm illustrated in Figure 4 is such an algorithm.

The
In fact, it

is slightly more general in that it selects the ith element from a set
S, the median being thus the special case o·f i = n/2.
The algorithm SELECT (i,S) works as follows:
The set of n items is arranged in n/5 columns of five elements each,
as

illustrated _b~

the dashes at the top of the figure.
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is sorted separately; and since each s or t takes constant time, the who l e

(We could not, of course, do the same

set is processed in time O(n) .

thing with the rows, as that would take time 0(n/5 log n/5).)

Then the

middle row · , that is , the set of n/5 items consisting of the middle
i tem from each column, circled with a solid line in the figure - is
selected and the SELECT algorithm is applied recursively to find its
median, m.

We call m the sample median for the whole set S.

The set S is now partitioned into two subsets S, and S2, where S,
consists of all elements less than the sample median and S. consists
of all elements greater than it.

By construction and the transitivi ty

of the' less than' relationship, S, and S. each have at least onequarter of ail elements of S.

This is illustrated by the subsets

enclosed by dotted lines in Figure 4, these representing the 'smallest'
possible sizes of S, and

s..

This permits a division of the problem,

for by determining the sizes of S, and

s.,

which contains the actual desired el ement .

it is possible to determine
Then the algorithm is

applied to that subset, which can have no more than 3/4 n elements in
it.

The running time of this algorithm is given by the following
r ecurrence relationship

T(n) =

{

c
cn + T(n/5) + T(3n/4)

small n
large n

t

where c is a constant
This has the solution

I

T (n) = 20 c n,

which is linear because the sum of the sizes of the two subproblems ,
n/5 + 3n/4, is less than n itself .
The Divide and Conquer technique leads naturally to recursive
algorithms, such as the previous example.

Another example, shown i n

Figure 5, is an algorithm for numbering the vertices of a tree in
order.

It divides the problem into those of numbering the left subtree

(if there is one), numbering the root, and numbering the right subtree
(if there is one) .

The first procedure gives a natural recursive

re presentation of this algorithm .

However, there is no reason why
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(Recursi ve)
procedure

INORDER(VERTEX} :

begin

g

LEFl'SON[VERTEX] ~ 0 then
INORDER(LEFTSON[VERTEX]};

NUMBER[VERTEX}-<XlUNT ;
COUNT.... COUNT + 1;
i f RIGHTSON[VERTEX] ~ 0 then

INORDER(RIGHTSONr"V ERTEX]l
end
(Iterative)
procedure

INORDER(VERTEX) :

begin
COUNT....1 ;
VERTEX....OOOT;
STACK.... empty;
left :

while LEFTSON[VERTEX] ~ 0 do
begin
push VERTEX onto STACK;
VERTEX.... LEFl'SON[VERTEX ]
end

o

-'
center: NUMBER[VERTEX}-COUNT j
COUNT.... COUNT + 1;

g

RIGHTSON[VERTEX] ~ 0 then
begin
VERTEX.... RIGHTSON[VERTEX];
goto left
end o

-'
if STACK not empty

~

begin
VERTEX....top element of STACK;
pop STACK;
goto center
end
~o

Figure 5
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Divide and Conquer algorithms have to b e written in a recursive fashion.
In cases where a non-recursive algorithm is preferred, an equivalent
iterative one such as the second procedure can be developed.

These two

algorithms are essentially identical and have identical running times
(assuming a reasonable implementation of recursion).

The only difference

is that in the iterative version, certain information about the state of
the algorithm has to be kept explicitly in the stack, whereas in the
other version it is implicitly encoded in the recursion.

Howeve r, the

recursive algorithm is much easier to work with, to design, to analyse,
to prove correct, and to understand.

The designer can concentrate his

attention on the algorithm itself rather than get lost in the bookkeeping details.
One final observation to be made about Divide and Conquer algorithms concerns running times .

It is frequently the case that the

running time T(n) can be expressed as a recurrence equation of the
form
T(n)

=

G

T(n/c ) +bn

n=1
n>1,

where a is the number of subproblems, nl c is the size of each subproblem, and bn is the cost of putting, the subproblem solutions
together to obtain the final result.

This recurrance equation has

the following solutions
O(n),
T(n)

=

j O(n lOR n),

lO( n) o oc"),

B<C

a=c
!vc

This makes it convenient to design algorithms quickly because the
running time is known as soon as the size of the subproblems is known.
Dynamic Programming
Sometimes we encounter problems which have no natural division
into subproblems, and thus we cannot use Divide and Conquer techniques.
An alternative technique is the use of Dynamic Programming.

Som~,

examples of algorithms deve loped this way include the Younger-Kasami
algorithm of 1967 for recognising strings from context-free languages ,
an algorithm for discovering the order for multiplying matric es
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together to minimise the number of operations, and the optimisation
of binary search trees.

In this talk, we will consider one of these,

namely context free language recognition, in a little more detail i n
order to illustrate the technique.
Figure 6 depicts, at the top, a context-free grammar in Chomsky
Normal Form and, in the middle, an input string.

We require an algorithm

to answer the question of whether or not the input string can be derived
from the given grammar, where S is the start symbol.
is Divide and Conquer.

Our first thought

But we immediately observe that it is not

appropriate to divide the grammar - for examp l e, by taking only one
half of the productions at one time - because the size of the problem
is in terms of the length of the string.

(If we had a problem which

was a function of the size of the grammar, then it might be appropriate
to divide the grammar.)

What we want to do is to divide the string;

but if we knew where to divide it, our problem would be already solved,
that is, we would divide the string at the last place where it came
together as a result of applying one of the productions with S as
left-hand side.

But then we would already have a parse and would not

need to do the recognition.
Thus the only obvious way to break the string into substrings is
at every possible position.
with exponential algorithms.

The first people who did this ended up
However, that is unreasonable because the

tota l ·number of subproblems (that is, substrings) cannot exceed n2

•

Thus the only way we use exponential time is to solve some s ubproblem
over and over again many times.

This immediately suggests that it

would be reasonable to solve eve!y subproblem and store the result in
a table.

Then whenever the answer to a subproblem is required it can

be obtained by table look-up.
This is exactly the algorithm which has been designed for parsing
context free languages in time n3

•

A table like that at the bottom of

Figure 6 is constructed, in which an entry at coordinate (x,y) represents
all variables of the grammar from which we can derive the substring of
length y starting at position x of the input.

For example, entry (2,3

states that A is the only variable of the grammar from which the substring "aba" of the input can be derived.
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Finally, we observe that if
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Context-free language recognition.
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S is contained in position (1 ,n), then the input string can be derived
from S and thus conclude that it is a sentence of the grammar.

The

table itself is filled in from top to bottom, each entry taking work
of time O(n), given that the results of all earlier entries are already
filled in.
This, in general, is the notion of Dynamic Programming, that is,
the construction of a table of results of all possible subproblems in
order to obtain the result desired.
in many guises.

This algorithm occurs many times

It may appear to be something special in the case of

context free languages, but it is not.

2200
1000
200

~
[10x20]

[20x50]

[50x1]

[1x100]

~V,OOO
,20,000

100,000

I
125,00

Figure 7

Effect of order of associating matrices on
number of operations.
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Another example is illustrated by Figure 7.

Given a string of

n matrices to be multiplied together, it makes a big difference in
which order the product is formed.

For example, the four matrices

of the figure can be multipli ed from right to left in a total of
125,000 operations (assuming an n3 multiplication algorithm).
if we are clever

But

and multiply them in the order shown on the top of

the figure, it only requires 2200 operations.

Thus, in a package or

language which provides matrix multiplication, a little optimisation
is appropriate to decide the order of associating the operands.
Once again, the Divide and Conquer technique does not work
because there seems to be no obvious way to divide the problem into
some small number of subproblems.

What has to be done is to break

the problem down in every possible location and calculate the cost of
computing each half and the cost of multiplying the two results
together.

This again is a Dynamic Programming problem, where for

each i and j (i<j) the cost of multiplying the matrices between
position i and position j is entered into a table.

There are 0(n2

)

entries and each entry can be filled in, in time n, from those above
it.

The minimum cost is found in the (i,n) position.

The actual

order of multiplying the matrice s can be obtained by storing with
each entry pointers to the two subproblems into which the problem
should be divided.
Another example of an application of Dynamic Programming is the
problem of constructing optimum binary searc h trees.

Given a number

of words which we want to place in a tree, where the probabilities
of the words are known, we want to place them so as to minimise the
expected path length .

Once again, there does not seem to be a simple

way to divide the problem.

The best known algorithm i s the modified

Dynamic Programming approach of Knuth [1971].
Balance
As we consider various algorithms and their running times, it
quickly becomes apparent that one very important requirement in
algorithm design is to keep things balanced.

For example, using

Divide and Conquer, we try to find subproblems of approximately
equal sizes.

If we have a data structure based on trees, it is
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helpful to keep the size of the subtrees balanced.

If the problem

requires, say, two operations to be performed, it often happens that
some possible choices of data structure facilitate one operation at
the expense of making the other very time consuming.

This sort of

problem is balanced by choosing a compromise data struc"Lure in which

,

neither operation is very simple nor to complex.
The importance of balance can be illustrated by several examples.
The problem of sorting n items for instance, is solved by merge-sort
in time O(n log n} by dividing it into two subproblems of size n/2.
Suppose instead that we try to divide slightly differently - say into
one problem of size one and one problem of size n-1.

This can be done

in several ways, one being to take an element out of the set, sort the
remaining n-1 items, then insert the one item back in the correct
place.

This could lead to a fast algorithm if we are very, very

sophisticated at inserting, but it will usually turn out to be an
n2 algorithm.

Another possible subdivision of the problem is to

select a specific element, say the minimum one.

Then sort the

remaining n-1 elements and add the selected one to the beginning.
This also takes time O(n2

},

that is the solution of the recurrence

relation
T(n} = n + T(n-1}.
Another example is that of the dictionary, illustrated by
Figure 8.

We represent the dictionary by a binary tree and provide

the operations INSERT, DELETE, and FIND.

FINDing a particular item

can be done very quickly by comparing that item to the root, and if
it is smaller looking in the left subtree, otherwise looking in the
right subtree.
operations.

If the tree is balanced, a FIND takes O(log n}

Once we start doing INSERT and DELETE operations,

however, the tree can become unbalanced very quickly and a FIND can
become very expensive.

For example, if BAKER, CALDWELL, DOUGLAS and

MARTIN are deleted and Ze, iea, and Zebra are added, FINDs will take
an average time O(n}.
"What is needed is a method for keeping the tree balanced.

A

very simple method is based on a structure called a 2-3 tree,
illustrated by Figure 9.

This is a tree in which every path from

the root to a leaf is the same length and each vertex is of either
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Illustration of a 2-3 tree

degree 2 or degree 3.

Notice that when performing the operation

FIND in this structure, some vertices require two comparisons in

order to decide which son to select.

However, the tree has the

advantage that it can always be rebalanced easily.
Suppose, for example, we wish to remove node B from the top
tree of the figure.

This can be done by simply deleting the node,

and the remaining tree is still a 2-3 tree.

But if we subsequently

wish to remove node C, we must rebalance because the remaining tree
is not a 2-3 tree.

In this case, we place node D under its father's

brother, then delete its father.

The tree at the bottom of Figure 9

is the result, and this again is a 2-3 tree.

If it had turned out

that the father's brother node already had three sons, then it would
be sufficient to move one of those in place of the deleted node.

The

worst case of deletion is the case in which there is only one brother
node left; this must be moved and the father node deleted.

This

situation is then repeated at each level up the tree, that is, at
most log n times.

Insertion is simply the reverse process, and it

cou ld require that a root with three sons be split into two roots
each with two sons.

Thus n INSERT, DELETE, and/or FINDs take time

O(n log n} with rebalancing, whereas it could take up to O(n2

}

with-

out rebalancing.
Data

~tfUcturea

Another.technique in efficient algorithm design concerns the
choices of data structures and data representation.

With this

technique, a problem is considered in terms of a set of mathematical
or abstract ob j ects and a set of operations upon those objects.

Then

it is appropriate to ask what data structure should be used to
represent the objects in order to minimise the worst case asymtotic
complexity of an arbitrary sequence of those operations .

This

approach is particularly useful because the same abstractions often
form the basis for the solutions of a lot of different problems.
Thus if good solutions to the mathematical problem can be found,
they can be used to speed up a number of algorithms.

..
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Some problems which have to be formulated in these t erms include :
(1)

A QUEUE of objects, with operations INSERT and DELETE
(first-in, first-out);

(2)

A STACK, with the operations INSERT and DELETE (last-in,
first-out);

(3)

A HEAP, with INSERT, DELETE, and MIN;

(4)

A DICTIONARY, with INSERT, DELETE and FIND;

(5)

A MERGEABLE HEAP, namely a HEAP with the additional
operation of forming the UNION of two HEAPs; and

(6)

A PRIORITY QUEUE, namely a QUEUE with the additional
operation of combining two QUEUES according the common
ordering of their elements.

An example which we can consider in more detail is the disjoint
set union problem which has solutions faster than is normally expected .
In this problem, we are initially given n singleton sets of integers
which we represent by:

[1},

(2), ... , fn}.

For simplicity, we name each set by the integer in it.

The operations

required are UNION, which forms the union of two sets and gives it an
arbitrary name, and FIND, which determines the name of the set
currently containing a given integer.
obvious solutions to this problem.
as trees.

Figures lOa and lOb shows two

In Figure lOa, sets are represented

The FIND operation consists of following the pointers from

the given integer up to the root of the tree; and UNIONS are formed by
attaching the root of one tree as the son of the other.
principle of balance, we always form a union by

By the

attaching the smaller

tree to the larger tree rather than vice versa, for this guarantees
that no path ever exceeds log n for a tree of n elements.

In this

representation, UNIONs take a constant time and FINDs take upto
O(log n) operations.

Thus, an arbitrary sequence of n operations

would take time O(n log n) •
Figure lOb shows an alternate representation.
represented by the entries of an n-element array.
indexes an

entry~hich

FIND operation is

ve~

The sets are
Each integer

gives the name of the set containing it.

A

.simple - i.e., just index into the array to
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find the answer - and it has constant cost.

A UNION is a bit more

complicated because it requires the names of the entries of one set
to be changed to those of the other set.

This takes time O(log n).

Thus, a sequence of n operations in the worst case still takes
O(n log n) .

Figure 11

Executing a find operation

Figure 11 shows another, faster solution for solving this probl em.
This algorithm, though known for a long time, has only been successfully analysed recently.

In this case, a set is given represented a s

a tree, and UNIONs are done as in Figure 10a, applying the prinCiple
of · balance.

However, FINDs are implemented slightly differently.

Suppose we wish to FIND element E of Figure 11.

We follow the path

to the root as before; but as we do , we collect each subtree we
encounter and move it up to the root.
and B sons of node A.

That is, we make nodes E, D, C,

This will make life simpler for us in the

future.

An analysis of this algorithm shows that a sequence of n
operations requires only time O(n A-I (n)), where A(n) is Ackennann 's
function in one variable .

Ackermann's function grows so rapidly .

A(O)=O . A(1)=1, A(2)=2+2, A(3)=3+3,

6

A(4)=~ , A(5)=56~'- 5 times

- that its inverse is very nearly constant.

For all practical

purposes, the a lgorithm of Figure 11 thus requires time 0(5n).
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This also suggests another strat egy.

Given a s equence of these

operations, we normally apply them in t h e order specified.

However,

once we consider the problem in the general form, we have some options.
It may be that in the problem, we know the complete sequence of
operations to be applied before any answer is required.

In this case,

there is no need to execute these operations in the order
they occur.

i~

which

Instead, they could be sorted or executed in another order,

storing the answers in a list.
in the order requested.
solution to the problem.

Then the answers could be presented

This technique is called the off-line
Similarly, if we have to exec ut e operations

in the order specified because we require answers before we know what
the future operations are, we call it an on-line algorithm.

This

distinction is useful because it turns out that the worst case offline solutions is faster than the best known worst case behaviour of
on-line solution.
Professor Hopcro ft concluded his first lecture by present ing a
solution to the off-line minimum problem.

In this problem, we are

presented with a sequence of INSERT operations and MIN operat ion s.
INSERT merely places a new integer into a set, while MIN selects and
deletes the smallest integer seen so far from the set.

The top line

of Figure 12 illustrates a sequence of these operations - that is,
INSERT 2, 3, and 7 into a set; find and delete the MIN, 2; then
INSERT

and 4; find and delete the MIN, 1; etc.

Doing this on-line

requires time O(n log n) •
However, the bottom two lines of Figure 12 illustrate an off-line
solution which only takes time O(n A-' (n); .

Ea ch i n.tege r and eac h MIN

is given a pointer to the next MIN in the sequenc e .

Then by c onsider-

ing the integers in order, it is possible to compute t h e MINs not in
the order requested but in a much faster way - that is, we first find
where 1 is se lect ed by followi ng the pointer to its MIN; this information i s stored in a table.

Then we merge the set of pointers to its

MIN with those to the next MIN, as illustrated by the second line of
the Figure.

This process is repeated for 2, as illustrated by the

ohird line, etc.

Merging the pointers is done by the set union

a lgorithm of the Figure 11 in time O(n A-' (n)). Having considered
a ll integers in order, we know which one each MIN selects; then we
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Figure 12

Illustration of the off-line min algorithm

r
I
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can output the required results tor the given sequence by looking up
the intormation we stored in the table.
Lecture 2

J

Unification of Algorithms

Protessor Hopcrott began his second lecture with the simple
example ot computing the reciprocal of a polynomial.

I

One way to compute the reciprocal of a degree n polynomial is
to apply the Divide and Conquer technique, and to break it into two
polynomials each of degree about n/2:
1'=1\ ,t./a + P"

Then 1/p

1

=

Pertorming a Taylor expansion on the denominator produce s :
1

1\ ?o/"

The tinal term shown here has x- a8 its hi ghest power, and so it
only the terms up to x- are of interest, it may be ignored together
with succeeding terms.

1
Ii1 = 1\,t/2

Thus:

[
Pi]
1 - 1\><,,/a
/

This requires that we compute the reciprocal ot 1\, a polynomial ot
degree about n/2, multiply by Pa , subtract trom unity and multiply
by 1/1\ again. The time to compute the reciprooal of a degree n
polynomial is equal to t he t ime to compute the reciprocal of

degr~e

n/2, plus that tor two multiplications:
T{n)

= T{n/2)

+ H{n)

where H{n) is the time to compute the product ot two ntb degree
polynomials
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Profe ss or Hopc roft observed that the a bove r ea soning was simpl i s tic but that the formula wa s n everthe l ess correct.

On solving

-'

the recurrence equation t h e s olution is found to be dominated by the
la st term, and
T(n)

O(M(n».

=

Thi s s hows that the probl em of computing the reciprocal of a polynomial can be re duc ed to that of multiplying t wo poly nomi a l s.

The

exampl e demonstrates that division i s the same process as multiplication in the se nse that an a l gorithm for multiplications can be conve rted to one for division which works in a linearly r e lated time.
In addition t he algorithm given will a l so work for integers, as the se
may be considered polynomi a l s .

Each "divide and conquer " step here

bre aks the integer into two part s , na me l y t he first n/2 bit s a nd t he
l a s t n/2 bits.
It a l s o happen s that multiplication can be redu ced to division.
First , reduce multiplication to s quaring u si ng the i dentity
2

2

ab = [( a+b)

- ( a-b) J/4

Squaring can t hen be redu ced to division u si ng t he expression :
2

a

=

1

l __1_
a

I

a

a+1

In the int eger case one has to be careful with round-off, s in ce only
the first n bit s a r e taken in each rec ipr ocal, but thi s only r equir es
a finite correc tion at the end.

Thi s s hows that the two probl ems of

multiplic ations and divi s ion are essentially the s ame .

Prof essor

Hopcroft t hen gave a number of exampl e to demonstrate t hat working
with integer s and working with po l ynomials we re also essentially t he
same .

1.

Polynomi a l Evaluation
Polynomial evaluation corresponds , in t he integer case , to t he

computation of the remainder when one integer i s divided by another.
Consider evaluating the poly nomial:
p(x) =

ao

+ a, x +
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2

x

+ . .. a. x

n

at point Xo .

,-

If we divide P by x-Xu, and write
p(x) = (x-Xc) q (x) + r
then setting x=Xo, so t hat t h e first term vani s h es we find that
p(x)

IX=Xo

is the r emainde r when p(x) i s divided by x-Xc.

The form of the r emaind e r is:
(. •.. ((~ Xc + ~- ,) Xc + ~_ 2 ) .••. )
as can be verified by synthetic division, and this can b e recogni sed
as Horner's Rule for evaluating a polynomial.

Thus evaluating a

polynomial i s essentially the same pro cess as finding the residue of
an integer.
Taking the exampl e one step further, we can consider the eval uation ' of a poly nomi a l at the n points x, ,X2 •••• Xn.

Thi s is

again achieved by Divid e a nd Conquer, starting with the original
polynomial to be evaluated at n points , and reducing the problem
to that of evaluating two polynomials of degree n/2 at n/2 point s .
Take:

n /"
11,.,
(x-x,) + r, (x)
II~ = n /2+ 1 (x-x,) + r2 (x)

p(x) = q, (x)
p(x)

= ~ (x)

We observe that for 1sx,sn/2, evaluat ing p(x) at x=x, i s the same
as evaluating the r emainder r,(x) at x=x"
in the first term will vanish.

s ince one of the products

Thus to evaluate p(x) at n points,

it i s necessar y to evaluate r, at the first n/2 points, and r2 a t
the r emaining n/2 point s.

These remainders will have degree at most

n/2, s inc e the divi si ons a re of degree n/2.
for

1 s is;n/2

for

n/2sisn

Thu s:
r, (x)

Ix=x ,

The r ecurr enc e equation, giving the time, is
T(n) = 2T(n/2) + n l og n
wher e the last term gives the amount of arithmetic for t h e ste p.
The reason for choo s ing this exampl e is that it is related to
the fast Fourier Transform.

Here we a r e given a se quence a"
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••• ~ ,

and we wish to compute a new sequenc e who se terms are of the form:
n -

1, =

1

0

1.f

a, w

where

.

to

1S the n

th

.

root of un1 ty.

Now the term s in this sequence can be produced by evaluating the
polynomial.
a,x

1

G

at the points x=1,

n

w . .. w

to,

Having derived a fast algorithm for this problem (polynomial evaluation), we might expect that the Fast Fourier Transform is the
same algorithm, and indeed it is, but specialized to the case where
the polynomial is evaluated at the roots of unity rather than at
arbitrary points.

This accounts for the fact that the Fast Fourier

Transform runs in time n log n, whil e the evaluation
~

in n log n.

algorithm runs

The difference is explained by the fact that when

computing the products of the

X=X, ,

we can arrange them in a special

manner, illu s trated in Figure 13, and no cross-product terms arise .
It is therefore a little faster to compute the products in this tree
than the products of arbitrary polynomials .

X

•

2/ \ 2

X -

X

4

x - to

1

X

/ \ • /~
- 1

x -

•

4

w

X

to X -

W

2!
-

W

/ \

s
x - w

x - w

2

""5 /~
x - w"

X - tu X - w

X

7

-

to

r

Figur e 13

I

Thi s tree can be built in time n, rather than n log n, and the
2

total computation time is n log n rather than n log n.
2.

Polynomial Interpolation
This example is that of fitting a polynomial through a set of

pOints, and corresponds to the problem of recons truc ting an integ er
given its residues modulo certain other int egers .

Thi s problem

occur s when converting a number from a variable radix repre sentation
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to posi tione,l arithmetic or vice versa.

Suppose we are given the

residues of an unknown number x modulo p, and modulo Po so that
x =

r, mod p,
{ r 2 mod Po

First, we mentally subtract r , from x so that

o mod Pl
{r2- r , mod
and then subtract a multiple of

Po

say ap"

p"

so that the sec ond

residue is also zero:

fO

mod Pl
, r2 -r, -aPl mod Po =

°

then: x = r, + ap,
then a = _1_
Pl

is the multipli-

cative reciprocal mod Po (that is, if x=1/ p"

then X.Pl = 1 mod Po).

This enables an integer to be reconstructed from two residues, and
can be extended for n residue s using "divide and conquer".

Thus , to

find x so that:
x=ri mod Pl for

1 ~ i ~n,

we find first:
x,=r1 mod P1 for 1s i s n/2
x2=r1 mod P1 for n/2<iSn
by applying the algorithm recursively, and then compute x u s ing:
n

x=

{Xl

mod

n1

/2

=]

X2 mod

\',

n

P1
n
i -:on / 2+'1

Although this algorithm has been explained in terms of integers, it
also works for polynomials, replacing r mod P1 by the remainder when
dividing p(x) by x-X1 .
Thi s example illustrates that it is not only in the case of division and multiplication that the analogy between polynomials and integers holds.

However, there are operations on polynomials which do not

seem meaningful on integers.

"

For instance, to d etermine whether a

I'

II

r

polynomial is square-free, one can compute the greatest common divisor
of the polynomial and its derivative.

The greatest common diviser is

unity if and only if the original polynomial is square free.

l '"

It is

.'.

difficult to see how to convert this to an integer algorithm without
an equiTalent notion of an integer derivative.

Notions of integer

derivatives do exist, but suffer from the problem that there seems to
be no fast algorithm for computing them, and the concept cannot be

•

used in this case.
3.

Graph algorithms
Another area where apparently dissimilar algorithms turn out to

be the same concerns the following three problems:
1.

Computing a regular expression from a state-graph of a finitestate automaton.

2.

Computing the shortest path in a directed graph.

3.

Computing the transitive closure of a graph.

Consider the problem of computing a regular expression for an automaton.
In Figure 14 the states are numbered with consecutive integers 1,2 ••• n
with n=4.

Figure 14
Ve denote:
k
R'J
= the set of paths from node i t ·o node j, usini only vertices

from (1,2, ••• k) as intermediates.
n

Then RP.t are the direct transitions, and R,

j

is needed as a result.

k

The following relation enables Rl.t to be derived from R for lower
values of k:
k-l

Rn
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The last t erm in the expression represents a path from node i to
node k (not using node k), followed by a path from node k to itself,
followed by a path from node k back to j, again without using node
k.

This algorithm can be used for several problems.

In the first

case, that of finding all paths, the R'.1 represent sets of strings,
the + sign representing set union, the • representing set product,
and

*

representing set closure .

To compute shortest paths, each
k

edge is represented by its cost, and R,.1 is a minimum cost path not
using a node greater than k.

\

Here union corresponds to selecting

the minimum cost, and concatenation to the addition of costs.

\

Assuming all costs are positive, the shortest path will be loopfree, and closures may be set to zero.
the

•
R'J

For the transitive closure,

represent Boolean values indicating whether a path exists

between i and j not using a node greater than k.

Here union is

replaced by Boolean 'or', concatenation by 'and', and closure by
'true'.

The relationship betwe en these algorithms is tabulated in

Figure 15.
all paths

shortest path

transitive closure

basic symbols

cost

Boolean variables

+

min

+
)*=0

*

or
and
)*=true

Figure 15

4.

Boolean Matrix Multiplication
Figure 16 illustrates how the multiplication of Boolean matrices

may be reduced to transitive closure.

If a larger matrix, say X,

is formed from given matrices A and B, then the transitive closure
of X contains the product AB in the upper right hand corner as shown.

\
\

x=

0

A

0

0

0

B

0

0

0

X*=

= I+X+x"

where X*

I

A

AB

0

I

B

0

0

I

+ •••• Xn

Figure 16
If the closure can be computed in time T(N), and provided T(N)
is well-behaved, T(3N) will be some constant multiplied by T(N).
Consequently the time for computing a product is linearly related to
that for computing a transitive closure.

Thi s is hardly surprising

since we think of a closure as being more complex than a product,
but this can be demons trated not to be the case since a transitive
closure can be reduced to an algorithm for a product.
Figure 17 shows a matrix whose transitive closure is required.
It is partitioned into four sub-matrices A,B,C and D.

Matrix A

gives edges which connect vertices between 1 and n/2; matrix B gives
edges which connect vertices between n/2+1 and n, and C and D have
similar roles.

This is illustrated in Figure 18.
1

n/2

r

n'/2+1 .•••.

A

B

C

D

n

n/2
,.
n/2+1

n

Figure 17
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c.
.t

dr

Figure 18 .
o

The closure i s then given by the following matrix:
1·---· . - -II %+1' · " " "
,I
,
,,,

,

E'5D"

E

I

.,,,

1

:l

,

'P""'CE

I
I
I
I
II.

1)11+"O·CEBJ>4

To justify this, consider paths from vertices in 1 to n/2, ending in
the same region, namely the upper left-hand corner of the transitive
clos ure.

These paths may consist of a path s olely in this region,

that is s ome sequenc e of edges in A, or a path to the other region
(via B), followed by a sequ ence of paths in the higher region,
followed by a path back (via C).
d enoted by E.

This gives rise to the expression

The expression for the other s ub-matric es can be just-

ified in a similar way.

,

The closure matrix is written in a non-

symmetric ma.nner in order to minimi se the number of tlstarred ll expre-

ssions, which have been reduced to two, namely D* and (A+BD*C)*.
Thus if T(N) i s the time to compute the c lo sure of an N*N matrix,
then
T(N)

= 2T(N/2)

+ 6M(N/2).

The las t term reflects the fact that six multiplications are also
needed, but this factor has no influence on the result.

Also some

additions are required, but since these are no more difficult than
o

mul t iplications, the coefficient 6 can be incr eased to account for
them.

Solving the recurrence equation, assuming M behaves properly,
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leads to the result: T(N) is O(M(N».

Thus an algorithm for mult-

iplying can be converted to one for transitive closure, running in
a linearly related time.
5.

Matrix multiplications and Inversion
By analogy with the case of Boolean matrices, it is possible to

convert an inversion algorithm to one for matrix multiplication.

It·

is also possible to use a multiplication algorithm for inversion, as
can be demonstrated using a slightly modified form of Strassen ' s
algorithm.
Strassen expressed a matrix, decomposed as shown as the product
of three matrices :

(I

=

where Il

= ~B

)

-1

I

1I..l1 A, 1
-1

-

~,

All A,B'

To compute the inverse, the following identity can be derived:
-

:)

1

=

I

Thus to invert a matrix of size n, we must invert two matrices of
size n/2, namely A'l and ~, and perform a large number (say k) of
multiplications.

Thus

I (n) = 21 (n/2)

+ l<M(ri).

Solving the recurrence equation leads to :
I(n) is O(M(n».
This algorithm does not always work however, since although the
original matrix might be invertible, it may happen that one of the
partitions (A,lor Il) is not invertible.

This occurs for example

with a matrix whose only non-zero elements are on the cross-diagonal.
However if the original matrix is upper or lower diagonal, then no
singular matrices will be encountered.

There are two known solutions to this problem.

The first is an

unpublished result due to Schonhage, which applies if the elements of
the matrix are drawn from an ordered field.

If the matrix is multip-

lied by its transpose, the result is positive-definite-symmetric.
During the inversion, each partition also creates positive-definitesymmetric matrices to be inverted, and no unexpected singular matrices
arise.

T

The identity: A

"T

(AA)

-1

-]

=A

may then be used to produce the

required inversion.

Thi s process fails in a binary field with arithmetic modulo two;
for example

C ~) (~ :)

=

(~ ~)

Although the original matrix is non-singular, AA

produces a singular

matrix on its first decomposition.
The second method is called fast LUP decomposition.

Since the

aim of matrix inversion is frequently to solve a set of simultaneous
equations, an LUP decomposition can be produced, and the equations then
solved by back-substitution.
Professor Hopcroft then quickly sketched how normal Gaussian
elimination could be modifi ed to use matrix multiplication to zero
blocks of the matrix at a time, with the effect that the time taken
3

is reduced from n

to that for multiplication, say n

2.Rl

using

Strassen's algorithm (Bunch and Hopcroft [1974J).

6.

Context-Free Language recognition
R~ie;ring_ :t& the first lecture, Figure 5 illustrates a method

-- --'--

for recognising a context-free language.

Valient [1974] expressed

the table slightly differently, using the vertical axis to represent
the starting position and the horizontal axis for the ending position.
This alters the order in which the elements are entered.

The initial

entries, strings of length one, rather than occupying the top row,
occur down the diagonal.

This is shown in Figure 19.

Performing the
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Figure 19 .
first step in the process then consi$s of multiplying the matrix
with itself, where the element multiplication is somewhat unusual.
Given two sets, say (A,C} and (A,C}, the cartesian product is formed,
namely (AA, AC, CA, CC}, and then each of these is matched with the
right-hand-side of the productions, whose left-hand-sides form the
resul t set, in this case (S}.

The recognition process then .reduces

to that of computing the -closure M* of the original matrix M, where
M* i s defined as:
I

+ M + M~ + (M.M

2

o

Here terms like M.M

+ ~ .M)

+

3

(M.M

+ M" .M~ + M~ .M) + •.•

id

+ M .M correspond to the concatenation of a

I

str ing of length one and a string of l ength two or a string length
two and a string of l ength one forming one of length three.
Valient reduced this closure to multiplication, and was able to
make use of Strassen's algorithm, thereby reducing the time for
3

context-free recognition below n •

It should be evident that the

same process works for many "dynamic programming" algorithms, that
is they can be reduced to computing a closure.

However, the under-

lying stru cture (usually a ring) will be different for each problem,
and a quick way of performing the multiplication is needed.

For

example, with the s horte st path problem, where the operations are
"min II and "plus", there seems no way to embed these in Strassen's

algorithm.

,.

Professor Hopcroft summed up by suggesting that there were in
fact only a few basic algorithms, for instance sort, binary search,
set union, partitioning, and matrix multiplication (or transitive
closure).

He said that given a new problem one can often get con-

siderable insight by asking into which of these types it can be
mapped.

·1

Lecture 3

.,

The Role of Theory in Computer Science

One of the concerns of the seminar
Computer Science education.

i s the problems involved in

The following examples .sugge st that any

Computer Science cour,se should have a large theoretical content.
Although nobody denies that theory i s important; there ' is a great
reluctance to believe in it.
Most of the algo r ithm s u sed t oday ar e very simpl e ; there are only
a f ew complex a lgorithm s.

Algorithms, produced by a trained and a

relatively untrained person, tend to be remarkably s imilar.

In many

fi elds of computing there is an abs olute abse nc e of deep' r esults .
Although the topics covered by Dr. Rabin rthi s proceedings] appear to
be rather deep, they are more of a branch of mathematics or logic
than computing.
At the mom ent, we may be on the threshold where Computer Science
becomes a "deep" subj ect .

In the future, computer sc ienti sts are going

to have to be well-trained, in order that

t h ey may be able to us e the

available tool s to solve a par ti cular problem.

The following algorithms

have the property that variou s r esul ts have been combined to improve
the efficiency of the algorithm and probably would not be obtained by
anyone not trained in t h e th eoretical aspects of computer s cienc e .
Paths in a graph
The probl em is. to find a ll of the paths between two se ts of
vertices in a graph.

For exampl e to find all of the paths betwe en

(L1 ,L2} and {R1 ,R2} in Figure 20.
~\~_________~~.____~~________~b~·______~R\

__________~~______~~_________b~~~~________~
L'l~~
~
R.~

Figure 20

Nearly al l of the previous algorithms have attempted to trace
out physical paths.

An algorithm bas ed upon Strassen' s matrix multip-

lication algorithm however doe s s omething far more intere s ting.
The edges (or lines) a", a , 2
of a matrix, similarily for bl l

,

'

~"

1>, ~,

ad~ are thought of as elements

bd 1 ,

bd ~ '

For this particular

graph the problem is equivalent to matrix multiplication.

Strassen ' s

algorithm evaluates expression of the form

The first term represent s two paths .
the edge a"

followed by th e edge b, l '

The fir s t path is comprised of
The second path (which i s s hown

by a dotted line in Figure 21) is rather inte r e sting being composed of
the edges

a, ~

and 1>, 1

•

0\."

L,

b"

----------

-~-

~------~----~~----~------~·RZ

Figure 21
This path is not a continuous path, but is instead a "fictitious"
path.

Strassen's algorithm make s the manipulation of the graph

easier by adding in these "fictitious " paths.

At the end of the man-

ipulation, the s e "fictitiou s " paths are removed in order to end up
wi th real paths only.
the path

a" ~

In thi s example, the term

a, ~

b"

will remove

b, l '

This example suggests that future algorithms in graph theory
will no longer work on the phys ical paths.

Instead the paths are

going to become symbol s in an alg ebra, with algebraic manipulations
being used to obtain the required re s ult s .

String Recognition
The neoct example al so s ugge s t s that algorithms are going to become
more s ophi s ticated.

The algorithm will u s e a 2-way deterministic

push down automaton a s s hown in Figur e 22.
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F1gure 22
Thi s model has the ability to move two ways along the input tape.
Because of thi s , the model can re cogni se language s of the form 'ww'
which are not context-free.

To more fully understand the working of

a 2-way determini s tic pus hdown automaton, cons ider the problem of the
recognition of s t r ing s in the following language:

(w

~ x

I

x i s a subs t r ing of w,

=f!:

i s a marker

s eparating the two s tring s wand x}.
Such a pattern recognition oc cur s in language s like SNOBOL, where there
i s an operation to dete rmine if ' x

I

i s a s ubstring of

I

w'.

The "autom-

aton s tarts with the input head to the left of the fir s t symbol in
the string 'wfx' .

I
1-

f

W,

W2

W3

....

Wn

J/,

X,

X2

...

x. $

FINITE

Il,

CONTROL

~

empty

Figure 23 ·
The automaton will proceed to move past each symbol in the string
'w' until the input head is reading the

' !~'

symbol.

Next, the auto-

maton rever s e s direction and moves left, placing the symbols of w
onto the pus hdown store, until the input head i s to the left of the
first symbol in w.

The input head then moves past each symbol in w

and past the ' J ' marker.

In thi s po s ition the machine is in the s tate

shown in Figure 24, with the input head reading the fir s t symbo l in
the string x.

f

w1

wa .....

Wn

FINITE
CONTROL

#=

Xl

Xa.....

XII

$

I

Figure 24.
The automaton then che cks to se e if the s tring x i s a substring
of the string w, starting at the fir s t symbol of the string w.
is done by reading each symbol of the s tring x.

This

At the same time as

a symbo l of the string x is read, the topmost symbo l is 'popped' off
the store and the two symbols are checked to see if they are the same.
Should the string x match the first m symbols on the top of the store,
then x is a substring of w.

However s hould the cu r r ent symbol of x not match the symbol e.t
the top of the pushdown s tore, then x i s not a subs tring of w start ing at the fir s t symbo l of w.

The automaton t hen backs pas t each

symbol in x and w, rewriting tho se symbol s on the pushdown s tore
that were erased.

The symb ol w, at the top of the store i s then

erased, putting the automaton in the s tate s hown in Figure 25 .
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W,

w"

....

Wn

I x,

....

""

x. $

If-~

(
FINITE
W2

CONTROL

.}

W3

.
Wn
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The matchi ng proce ss i s then re peated to see if the st ring x
matche s the symbo l s
s tore.

W2 ,

w~,

.. • ;

Wm

+

J

on the top of th e pu s h down

If t he two str ings ma tch th en x i s a s ub string of w, starting

at the sec ond symbo l of w.
s tore i s r es tor ed,

We

Sh ou l d the p r oce ss fai l, the pu s hdown

i s erased and the matching pro cess i s repeated.

Although this method works , in general it will take the same time
as t he s tandard a l gorithm whi ch checks if x i s a substring of w.
However S. Cook [1971] has proved the fo ll owing theorem:
Theorem

If se t S can be rec ogni se d by a 2-way input head, dete rmin-

istic pus hdown automata, (FDA) then L can be recogni sed in l inear
ti me by a random access regi s ter machine .
Linear time means that even though the PDA in the or iginal
example made n" move s , t he random access machine requir es on l y kn

moves .

Thi s t heorem i s even more powerful, for if the PDA require s

t ime exponential in n, the s imulation of the FDA by the random access
machine will still only require linear time.

The algorithm for the

PDA can· be ineffi c ient, but because of Cook's Th e orem the equivalent
algorithm on the random acces s machine is efficient.
Indeed the problem of 'i s x a subs tring of w' can be s olved in
linear time on the random acce ss machine .
to find the 'linear algorithm', Pratt

a~d

Although it i s not easy
Knuth used Cook's Theorem

to cons truct th e linear pattern matching algorithm.
The algorithm construct s a ske letal machine for the pattern; here
the states of the machine ar e equivalent to po s itions in the pattern.
For the pattern 'aabbaab' the s kel e t a l machine i s s hown in F igur e 26.

Figure 26
When the mac hine i s in a particular s tate and the next input symbol .
matches the symbol on the outgoing arrow, it g oe s into the next
s tat e down the chain.

Should t he symbol s not match, the machine i s

brought back to the las t s tate where the initial portion of the
pattern matche s a portion of the s tring up to the last symbol of the
string which has jus t be e n matc hed and continue s the s earch from there .
These backward move s are s hown as dotted lines in Figure 27.

a

I< ~ a

b ~

-b

a" ,

a

- b' ~

~ _____~~____ ~ --7'i~I---*J\D!-~~~@
.. _--_ . .... -_ ... --------

Figure 27
Thi s algorithm i s linear in time bounded by 2n.

When the

machine moves forward it u ses up a symbol from the input string, the
machine can only go forward n times .

Although when the machine

goe s back it doe s not u se up a n input symbol, it can only go backward s

as many times a s it had gone forward.
Pattern matching with 'don't care' symbols
Consider the pattern matching probl em, where s everal po si tion s
of the pattern are marked by "don't care" entries.

For example

matching brackets, where we are not concerned with what is between
the brackets.

In this example the strings are

x

= x,

= x,

x'" •.• x.

where any symbol in w will match a

¢ in

~~><4 ~""

the pattern x.

•••

The previous

algorithms will not work, be caus e whe never a don't care entry is met,

information i s thrown away.

The problem i s fi nding al l i s uch that

the pattern x is a s ubs tring of the s tring w s tarting at the ith
position of W;

Thi s problem i s equival ent to the AND-OR multiplication problem, in
the a lphabet (0,1}.

The problem i s to find
n

Z"

=

1

V
=

"'1

A

x ,l _

1

1

Construction of the s tring Z i s equivalent to finding all i where x
is a substring of w starting at the ith position of w.
2

multiplication normally take s time of 0(n

),

Although

there is a result due

to Schonhage and Stras sen [ 1971 J which doe s integer multiplication
in time O(n log n log log n).
there are 'carries '.

In the integer mul tipli cation problem

Because there are at most n additions of one

bit the carry is at most l og n bit s .

To make the Boolean multip-

lication problem a integer multiplication problem, log n zeros are
Therefore the pattern matc hing problem

inserted between every bit.
G

can be so l ved in time O(nlog n loglog n).
The multiplication algorithm i s of interest in its own right
apart from the pattern matching application.

To multiply together

integer s x and y, the algorithm vi ews x and y as strings.

1 C.C.

These stri ngs ~e converted to ~ and ~ res pectively, u sing a fast Fouri e ~
tran s form. Havi ng used a pairwi se multiplication on ~ and ~, to ge t
r
~
x x y , an inver se Fouri e r transform i s used to f ind the va lu e of
x

* ).
This method can be u sed to multiply together two polynomials.

By evaluating the polynomi a l s at n points to get sampl e va lues of
the product which are passed to interpolation routine s.
d

taken has be e n reduced from n

The time

to n log n, although there are slight

technical problems as Fouri er trans forms u se variou s roots of unity
which are not rational numbers
Disjoint set union :

Initi al l y ther e are n s ing l eton sets, with the ith set containing
t he integer i, and two operations (1) for m th e union of two se ts and
( 2) find the name of t he set which cu rrent l y contains t he va lue of i.
Thi s problem arose ou t of Fortran programming, in finding out whi ch
identifi er pair s are equi va l ent at any point i n time.

An a l gorithm

is r equi red whi ch will c omput e the transitive c lo su re of t h ese sets
of pa ir s .

There are various algorithms which s olve this problem.

Th e f irst a lgo r ithm was due to Galler and Fischer (1964) and had an
G

O( n ) running tim e.

The obvious algorith m u sing trees or li s t s and

me rging the s ma ll er se t into the l arger requi res O(n log n) time.
This l ast a l gorithm was t hought to be t h e be s t possi bl e s olution
to the probl em.

However Stearns and Ro senkrantz gave a s olution

which ran in time O(nlog l ogn) .

What they did was to repre s ent a se t

by header , each h ead er had a number of s ubheaders to which the e l ements

of the set were attached to.

To find whi ch set an el ement belonged to,

t he a l gorithm index es into the e lement and fo llows the path via the
subh eader to the h ead er .

The s tructu re of t wo typical sets is s h own

in Figure 28
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These tre es wer e ke pt s o that no n ew subhea d e r was added, until
all of the subhe ader s of the tree had log n e lements.
sets the header element with the s ma ller number

at

To merge two

subheader s if

s elected, its subhe ade r s are moved acro ss to the othe r header, thereby at most doubling it s number of subheader s .

Should there be two

incomplete s ubheader s ; the s e ar e r ebuilt to form only one incomplete
s ubheader.

An ana l ys i s of the a lgorithm shows tha t the running time

i s O(n log log n), which i s obta ined a s follows :maximum number of tim es that a complet e s ubheader
log n

i s moved

maximum number of compl ete s ubhe aders

n/log n

time s pent in moving compl e t e s ubhead er s

n

number of time s an element i s moved befor e ending
log log n

up under compl et e s ubheader
number of elements

n

time spent in moving element s

n log log n

total time n + n log log n, that i s ,

O(n log log n)

If we add a third l eve l with log log n el ement s

p er ' s ub s ubheader '

we c an r educ e the time s pent in mov ing s ubhe ader s down to line ar

tim e a s the numbe r of subhead ers would be n/loglog n.

The time i n

merging the sets would be largely spent down at the bottom level and
would be n log log log n.

It is possible to add on further levels,

provided the number of levels is kept independent of n.

At this point,

it is worth noting the following:
Theorem

(Blum):

There exist functions for which there is no best

program.
It would be interesting to find a natural problem which has no best
program.
Perhaps the disjoint set union is such a problem, there being a
sequence of algorithms with increasingly better running times.

n log n
n log log n
n log log log n

However Blum has also shown that given a recursively enumerable
sequence of faster and faster programs, one can construct a program
which is faster than any program in the enumeration.

Since the above

construction to solve the disjoint set union problem yields better
and better solutions, there must be a construction which is even

better.

Armed with this knowledge we are leading to considering

trees with fan out dependent on the distance of the vertex from the
root as shown in Figure 29.
vertices of height 2 have

24

za

Vertices of height one have two sons,
or 4 sons, vertices of height 3 have

or 16 sons and so on.
An algorithm using this data structure has an asymptotic running

time of nG(n) where G(n) grows more slowly than any finite number of
logarithms of n.
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Figure 29
This example illustrate s the way in which apparently worthle ss theorems can s ugge st really interesting results.
Tape Sort
If there are three tapes on which to sort n items, it is possible by using divide and conquer techniques to construct an algorithm
running in time O(n log n).

Initially the n items to be s orted are

put on tape one, with the other two tapes blank.

Half of the items

on tape one are copied onto tape two, the rest onto tape three.
After the last item on tape three a marker is placed which indicates
that tape three after that marker is blank.

Having also set tape

one blank, tape two is split onto tape one and the bl ank portion of
tape three.

By a recursive application of this division, it i s

possible to get down to a few items which are easily s orted.

When the

items are sorted into small sets, the sets are recur sive ly merged to
end up with the sorted set of all of the items on tape one.

If T(n)

is the running time to sort n items, then the following relation
holds
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=

T (n)
T(n)

Thus

2 T (n/2) + n.

is 0 (n log n).
2

Since a one-tape sort can only be done in time O(n ) the question t o
be asked is, what is the running time for the two-tape sort problems?
The early algorithms to solve the two-tape sorting problem had a
2
running time a (n ). Howeve r Henni e and Stearns [1966J discovered the
following theorem.
Theorem

(Hennie-Stearns):

If set S can be recogn ised in time

T(n) on a k-tape Turing machine, then S can be recognised in
time T(n) log (T(n)) on 2-tape Turing machine.
Therefore the three-tape s orting algorithm. converted by the HennieStearns construction into a two-tape s orting algorithm has a .
running time of a (n log2 n) •
Planar Graph Isomorphism
A planar graph can be broken down into connected, bi-connected
and tri-connected components.

If the isomorphism problem can be

solved for the tri-connected components, it is possible to combine
these parts together to solve the problem for the whole graph.

A

triply connected graph is a graph, where if any vertex is removed
the graph is still connected.

Triply connected planar graphs have a

unique representation on a sphere.

One of the hardest parts of the isomorphism problem is to find
the mapping between the graphs.

If the fact that triply connected

planar graphs have unique representation on a plane is used it is
easier to find the mapping.

Thi s is done by fixing one line in

each graph and reducing the problem to verifying that the implied
correspondence is an isomorphism.

However the triply connected parts are similar to state graphs
for finite automata.

It is possible to construct finite automata

Crom these triply connected graphs in the following way:1)

each edge in a given direction is made into a state of a
finite automaton,

2)

two symbols Land R (with the meaning of Left and Right) are
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associated with eac h vertex.

Th en each vertex has the

form of Figu re 30:

<

Figure 30
A move of the automata is then of the form
6 (8, R) = t
L

6 (8, L) = u

where if the automaton i s in s tate s and scan s an R on the input
tape, it goe s into sta t e t.

Thi s means that a graph G has be en

converted into an automaton M"
to an automaton M2

•

similarly a graph G2 i s converted

It has been proved that the two graph s G, and

G2 are isomorphic, if and only if the two automata M, and M2 are
equivalent. The problem of planar graph i s omorphism has therefore
been reduc ed to the equi val ence of finite automata.

Wh en this

result was di sc overed the two probl ems had equivalent running times,
2

i.e. 0(n

).

However an a l gorithm wa s found which r educed the running

time of the equivalence of finite automata to O( n log n) and this
reduced the running time for the planar graph isomorphism problem.
Cons ider an automaton, which if it scans a 0 in s tate i (except
state n) it goes into state i+1.
s tate.

If it sees a 1 it s tays in the same

.Early a lgorithm s for equi valence of automata , partitioned

s tate s into final and non-final states.

For this automaton the

partition i s

The algorithm then partitions the non-final state set into
, Lates who se next s tate entries are out of thi s set and those whose
next s tate entrie s are not out of the s et.
a utomaton jus t described would give
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Thi s partition in the

....--{

(1

0

2~ ...
Figure 31
2

Thi s a l gorithm gives a running time of n
the wor st pos sible case.

in thi s exampl e, which i s

By doing the refinement in the reverse

order, it i s possible to reduce the wor s t case running time to
O(n log n).
Rath er than ask where i s the next s tate entry, as the last
algorithm did, the quicker algorithm , by computing the inverse, asks
where is the previous state(s) entry.

If the se t (n} is refined in

this way, the previous s tate s are (n-1,n}.

Since n is a lready in

the set, but n-1 is not then n-1 i s a refinement of the l arger se t
and can therefore be taken out.

Th e new algorithm has produced th e

refinement s hown in Figure 31, but has had to do l ess calcul ation to
obtain the refinement.

Both algorithms will produce the same refine-

ments from the initial configuration .

The choic e of which set to

refine does not matter, s o the best choi ce i s a lways to refine from
the small est set, by doing thi s the running time of O(n log n) for
the a l gorithm is obtained.
The planar graph i s omorphism problem has s ubsequentl y been
improved to O(n) time.
A Vector Machine
Theory allows us to ask what i s going on, and to suggest what
notation to u se and the questions to ask.

The programmer, when he

want to kn ow the r unning time of an algorithm, expects t h e answer
reflect reality.

to

If multiplication of arbitrary l ength integer s

could be done in unit time, then the programmer tries to use this in
unfore seen ways.

By coding an n-by-n matrix into s uch an integer

and by careful u se of the multiplication, the running time of the

"

matrix multiplication routine could be reduced to n.

In which case

he s hould add on a logar ithmi c cost function to take care of the manipulation of the data.
Pratt, Stockmeyer and Rabin have constructed a device call ed 'a
vector machine', which i s a random access machine with a facility for

performing Boolean operations on arbitrari ly long vectors and a s hift
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operation which can be u s ed to perform multiplication.

Thi s machine

i s intere s ting a s it allows the arbitra ry l eng th int eger s previou s l y
mentioned.

Pratt et. a l. we r e abl e to s how tha t on thi s ma chine,

anything that could be done in nondetermini s tic polynomial time could
be done in d e termini s ti c poly nomi a l tim e .
A deterministic device can s imulate a nondet e rmini s tic devic e

in the s ame time.

The following method s hows how the s imulation of

nondeterministic Turing machine can be perform ed.

Let C, be the

initial configuration of a Turing machine, which on anyone move has
exactly two options .
Ope ration

R,

..

Cont ents
of the
regi s t e r

Comment s

CJ

Store th e l ength of
the initial configuration

LOOP:

C, C,

Duplicate the configuration of the
machine
Updates the length

by s equence of mas ks
s imula t e move of Tm,
place re s ult in R,

Simulate one option
on on e copy of C
the other option"
on th e se cond copy
of C,

Goto LOOP
The deterministi c machin e then goe s thr ough the following c onfig urations whi ch ar e s tor ed in R, •
Ini tially
( two po ss ibl e configurations
a ft e r one move of Tm)

After the first loop
After the s econd lo op
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By running all possible choices in parallel, it is possible to deterministically simulate a non-deterministic machine in the same time.
This exampl e gives some insight into what operation s we can and cannot
do, when the correct running times of algorithms are r equired.

In

particular it s ugg ests then a llow bit vector operations on arbitrari l y
long bit vectors in one step will yie ld unreali stic results.
In conc lus ion, Professor Hopcroft said the following:
"I hope that I have mad e the case, that the days when the bright
young person who is untrained can come into Computer Science and essen-

t i a lly do as well as the people that we were training, are probably
drawing to a close and that in the future we are going to start to
build on resul ts that we have obtained before .

Unl ess peopl e are

trained rigorou s l y in these theoretical concepts and can work with
them,

I t hink t hat they are going to be l eft out of the rea lly inter-

es ting aspects of Computer Science in the futur e ".
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